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In 1963, when the “linguistic turn” had evidently taken hold of New Testament 
studies, Albert Vanhoye, a linguistically trained Catholic priest, published a 
monograph entitled La structure littéraire de l’épître aux Hébreux.1 The manifold 
reactions to his refined literary-rhetorical approach and conclusions in favor of a 
concentric structure oscillated between euphoric approval and offensive disapproval. 
Along with its translation into German (1979/1980) and a decade later into English 
(1989), Vanhoye’s study influenced and stimulated Hebrews scholarship like none 
other in the twentieth century. 
Vanhoye and the so-called French school of Hebrews scholarship carried out 
what the “linguistic turn” had heralded: the turn to language. From the very outset 
of this philosophical movement, however, language was studied along two lines: the 
structuralist line focused on the structure and logic of language, and the pragmatic 
line maintained interest in its use. The first section of this essay provides a short 
history of ideas and highlights issues relevant to biblical studies. 
While the French school engaged mainly in structuralism, the two subsequent 
schools, the German and the American, turned to pragmatics. Each school made 
key contributions to advancing the scholarly understanding and interpretation of 
the Epistle to the Hebrews. Section two considers their history, methods, structures, 
and main theological emphases.
Based on the distinction between structure and pragmatics and on the three 
key insights of Hebrews scholarship—concentric structure, homiletic form, and 
covenant theology—the third section formulates a new structural proposal. I aim 
to demonstrate that the argumentation on the macrostructural level follows a 
concentric catena (or anadiplosis iterata), whereas that on the microstructural level 
operates in terms of concentric circles of thought (Gedankenkreise) throughout the 
entire book. The generated result allows for an interpretative comparison of sister 
*
 The present article is based on a paper given at the Annual Meeting of the Society of Biblical 
Literature in Washington D.C. in 2006. As co-chair of the Hebrews Consultation, I was privileged to 
present my reflections alongside George H. Guthrie and Cynthia Long Westfall in a session entitled 
“The Structure of the Book of Hebrews.” I am also grateful to Dr. Mark Kyburz for proofreading 
this essay. 
1
 Albert Vanhoye, La structure littéraire de l’épître aux Hébreux (2d ed.; Paris: De Brouwer, 1976). 
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paragraphs and generates a hermeneutical key capable of placing all parts of the 
book into a logical and coherent whole. 
■ History of Ideas 
“Linguistic Turn” 
Linguistics claims cult status in biblical exegesis. Given the nature of this literary 
craft, this propensity seems to suggest itself. The circumstances leading up to it, 
however, reside in the so-called “linguistic turn” that originated in England and 
subsequently took hold of philosophy in the first two decades of the twentieth 
century. Shifting from neoidealistic to scientific concepts, the “linguistic turn” 
initially resembled the attempt to resolve traditional philosophical problems by 
analyzing the meaning of related terminology and subsequently of human language 
per se. This procedure, however, came at the price of eventually forsaking the long 
believed unity of language and its represented reality. 
Generally speaking, we can distinguish two traditions: on the one hand, analytical 
philosophy—represented chiefly by Bertrand Russell (1872–1970), Rudolf Carnap 
(1891–1970), and Willard Van Orman Quine (1908–2000)—attempted to clarify 
philosophical language by means of formal logic. On the other hand, ordinary 
language philosophy—exemplarily represented by George Edward Moore (1873–
1958), Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889–1951), Gilbert Ryle (1900–1976), and John 
Langshaw Austin (1911–1960)—sought to provide clarification by analyzing the 
colloquial use of philosophical terminology. 
The two traditions revealed early two possible viewpoints with regard to language 
analysis: 1) language itself—its system, its logic, and its structure—and 2) language 
for its use and pragmatics. Avram Noam Chomsky (1928– ) introduced a third 
aspect: the capacity of language production or language competence.2
Structuralism
The analysis of language as a structured system became important in the 1950s and 
1960s within the intellectual movement of structuralism, which originated in France. 
Published posthumously and edited as early as 1916 following its reconstruction
by two of his former students on the basis of lecture manuscripts and student notes 
taken at the University of Geneva, Ferdinand de Saussure’s (1857–1913) Cours de 
linguistique générale became generally regarded as the seminal structuralist work.3
The acceptance of the Cours, however, took a long time. 
2
 See Christoph Helferich, Geschichte der Philosophie. Von den Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart 
und östliches Denken (2d ed.; Stuttgart: Metzler, 1992) 381–89; Siv Bublitz, Der “linguistic turn” 
der Philosophie als Paradigma der Sprachwissenschaft. Untersuchungen zur Bedeutungstheorie der 
linguistischen Pragmatik (Internationale Hochschulschriften 116; Münster: Waxmann, 1994) 1–11. 
3
 Ferdinand de Saussure, Cours de linguistique générale (ed. Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye; 
Paris: Payot, 1916). 
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Whereas linguists had traditionally looked at the history or etymology of 
language to explain its meaning, the Cours so to speak performed a Kantian turn 
immanent to language by placing the production of meaning and regulations into 
language itself. Saussure considered language—langue—a structured system from 
which he distinguished the individual linguistic utterances—parole.
Modern linguists widely accept this central idea of language as a structured 
system. Notwithstanding this common denominator, various schools emerged 
from linguistic structuralism: for instance, the Prague school and its theory of 
functionalism (Roman Jakobson, Nikolaj S. Trubetzkoy), the Copenhagen school 
and its theory of glossematics (Louis Hjelmslev), and the American school with 
its descriptivism and distributionalism (Leonard Bloomfield). 
Apart from linguistics, structuralism proved profoundly influential in other areas 
within humanities as well. First and foremost, it affected the study of literature,
as evidenced by the work of Roland Barthes (1915–1980),4 Algirdas Julien 
Greimas (1917–1992),5 and Vladimir Yakovlevich Propp (1895–1970),6 who laid 
foundations for narrative criticism. It also influenced the anthropology of religions, 
where Claude Lévi-Strauss (1908– )7 applied Saussurian ideas to the description 
and analysis of myths in prephilosophical societies. Finally, it helped to shape 
sociology, where Barthes (once more) and Umberto Eco (1932– )8 proceeded to 
apply structuralistic ideas to modern societies, arguing that here too the meaning 
of cultural forms becomes evident in relation to a structured system of signs for 
which the term semiotics was coined.9
Poststructuralism
Structuralism, the last modern scientific attempt to devise an interpretational system 
of the cosmos, which assumed metaphysical dimensions in Lévi-Strauss’s version,
provoked criticism and gave rise to poststructuralism. 
The protagonists of the methodologically heterogeneous poststructuralism 
dismissed the idealistic consequences of classical structuralism albeit without 
discarding its instruments wholesale. They critiqued both the concept of a closed 
structure being in effect beyond history as well as the idea of a center existing above 
this structure. Instead, they tried to think of the existence of decentered structures,
such as that of Barthes in the field of text theory, Jacques Derrida (1930–2004) in 
the field of philosophy (by applying deconstruction), Michel Foucault (1926–1984) 
4 Roland Barthes, Le plaisir du texte (Paris: Seuil, 1973). 
5 Algirdas Julien Greimas, Sémantique structurale (Paris: Larousse, 1966). 
6
 Vladimir Yakovlevich Propp, Morfologija skazki (Leningrad: Academia, 1928). 
7 Claude Lévi-Strauss, Anthropologie structurale (2 vols.; Paris: Plon, 1958, 1973). 
8
 Umberto Eco, A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1976). 
9 Friederike Rese, Frank Heidermanns, and Johann Figl, “Strukturalismus,” RGG4 7:1781–84; 
John Barton, “Structuralism,” ABD 6:214–17; Ute Daniel, Kompendium Kulturgeschichte. Theorien, 
Praxis, Schlüsselwörter (Suhrkamp Taschenbuch Wissenschaft 1523; Frankfurt a.M.: Surhkamp, 
2001) 120–38.
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in historiography (by analyzing power discourses), and Jacques Lacan (1901–1981) 
in the field of psychoanalysis. They asserted that neither the identity of the subject 
(author) nor the identity of signs are certain, and that meaning instead relates to 
context. This insight substantiated the rhetoricity of all communication, which 
engendered the new rhetorical criticism in the 1980s and furthermore instigated a 
shift from the analysis of language as a structured system toward the analysis of 
language in its contextual and pragmatic use.10
Cultural Turn
Poststructuralism was succeeded by the cultural turn, and the cultural turn itself 
includes a variety of turns, of which the last one seems to be the so-called iconic 
turn.11
But I shall focus on the “linguistic turn” and shall now consider biblical criticism 
to show how this philosophical concept has influenced Hebrews scholarship in the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
■ Hebrews Scholarship in the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries 
History
Historical critical exegesis arrived as a much-needed rationalistic response to the 
dogmatic and single-verse-oriented approach of German Protestant orthodoxy.12
The historical interest subsequently taken in Hebrews scholarship occurred as an 
expression of this intellectual climate. Yet this historical quest circled mainly around 
the ancient dilemma of the authorship of Hebrews and culminated in Friedrich 
Bleek’s outstanding two-volume introduction and commentary (1828–1840) in 
which he unquestionably proved that Paul was not its author. At the same time, 
however, Bleek quickly exhausted the historical quest.13 Some forty years later, this 
prompted another eminent scholar—a friend of Friedrich Nietzsche’s—to draw a 
symptomatic and pessimistic conclusion, with which most Hebrews scholars will 
be familiar (or at least with the italicized passage):
Es liegt im Wesen aller Kanonisation ihre Objecte unkenntlich zu machen,
und so kann man denn auch von allen Schriften unseres neuen Testamentes 
sagen, dass sie im Augenblick ihrer Kanonisirung aufgehört haben verstanden 
zu werden. Sie sind in die höhere Sphäre einer ewigen Norm für die 
10
 Daniel, Kompendium Kulturgeschichte, 138–49; Petra Gehring, “Poststrukturalismus,” RGG4
6:1518–19; Mathias Richter, “Poststrukturalismus,” in Metzler-Philosophie-Lexikon. Begriffe und 
Definitionen (ed. Peter Prechtl and Franz-Peter Burkard; Stuttgart: Metzler, 1996) 407–8. 
11 Doris Bachmann-Medick, Cultural Turns. Neuorientierungen in den Kulturwissenschaften
(Rowohlts Enzyklopädie, Rororo 55675; Reinbek b.H.: Rowohlt Taschenbuch Verlag, 2006). 
12
 Thomas Söding, Wege der Schriftauslegung. Methodenbuch zum Neuen Testament (Freiburg 
i.B.: Herder, 1998) 54–80. 
13
 Friedrich Bleek, Der Brief an die Hebräer. Erläutert durch Einleitung, Übersetzung und 
fortlaufenden Commentar (2 vols.; Berlin: Dümmler, 1828–1840). 
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Kirche versetzt worden, nicht ohne dass sich über ihre Entstehung, ihre 
ursprünglichen Beziehungen und ihren ursprünglichen Sinn ein dichter 
Schleier gebreitet hätte. Was sich aber in dieser Beziehung von den meisten 
neutestamentlichen Schriften nur unter gewissen Einschränkungen behaupten 
lässt ist vom Hebräerbrief, einer der eigenthümlichsten unter ihnen, im 
strengsten Sinne wahr. Man kann von diesem Brief, mit Anwendung einer 
seiner eigenen seltsamsten Allegorien auf ihn, sagen, dass er im Kanon 
vor dem nach seiner historischen Entstehung fragenden Betrachter wie 
ein melchisedekitisches Wesen ohne Stammbaum dasteht. Wer hat ihn 
geschrieben? Wo und wann ist er geschrieben worden, und an wen ist er 
ursprünglich gerichtet gewesen?—Man weiß es nicht. Auf alle diese Fragen 
hat die Tradition entweder gar keine Antwort, oder sie beantwortet sie doch 
in anderer Art als bei den übrigen Schriften des Neuen Testaments. Sie sind 
daher, wovon aus der neueren Geschichte der Auslegung des Hebräerbriefs 
nur zu viel zu erzählen ist, gänzlich der Hypothese preisgegeben und 
werden mit dem gegenwärtigen Bestande der Quellen zur Geschichte des 
Urchristenthums niemals mit Gewissheit zu beantworten sein. 
All canonization by nature makes its object unrecognizable. Thus one can 
say that all New Testament writings stopped being understood at the moment 
of their canonization. Canonization shifted them into the higher sphere of an 
eternal norm for the church where a thick veil spread over the circumstances 
of their emergence and their original relations and meaning. What one 
maintains with respect to most New Testament writings only under certain 
conditions, however, holds true in the strictest sense in regard to the Epistle 
to the Hebrews as one of the most characteristic among them. Concerning the 
historical emergence of this letter, one can apply its own inherent and most 
peculiar allegory: it stands in the canon like a Melchizedekan being without 
genealogy. Who wrote it? Where and when was it written? At whom was it 
originally addressed? We do not know. The tradition has either no answer at 
all to these questions or answers them in view of the other New Testament 
writings. These questions are therefore wholly exposed to the hypothesis 
about which the newer history of interpretation of Epistle to the Hebrews 
tells only too much and, with the present inventory of sources on the history 
of early Christianity, may never be answered with certainty. 
Franz Overbeck wrote these lines in 1880 in Basel where he became professor 
of New Testament Exegesis and Old Church History after his departure from the 
University of Jena. 
The “linguistic turn,” that is, the turn toward the text occurring at this time, 
proved useful for Hebrews scholarship. It gave rise to the first of three schools 
that made an impact in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. I shall outline the 
achievements of these schools and their shortcomings below.14
14 For a comprehensive and most up-to-date survey of the history of Hebrews research, see 
Gabriella Gelardini, “Verhärtet eure Herzen nicht.” Der Hebräer, eine Synagogenhomilie zu Tischa 
be-Aw (BINS 83; Leiden: Brill, 2007) 11–77. 
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Under the influence of structuralism, the French school—starting in 1902 
with F. Thien15 and followed by Léon Vaganay,16 Albert Descamps,17 and Rafael 
Gyllenberg18—introduced new and important insights into the study of the Book 
of Hebrews. They observed the announcement of themes, hook words, thematic 
words, and changes in genre. Their method—literary-rhetorical criticism—was 
implemented in its most refined fashion in the work of Albert Vanhoye in 1963, who 
added two further observations, namely inclusion and symmetry.19 As many argued, 
the work of Louis Dussaut in 1981 led their method ad absurdum.20 Vanhoye, the 
French Catholic, had studied linguistics—prior to theology—just as de Saussure’s 
Cours began taking hold of French intellectuals.21 Their prioritizing of the text at the 
expense of historical and theological aspects was, as it were, revolutionary. While 
their accomplishments lay definitively in the area of textual composition, the chief 
theological thrust remained to this day exclusively Christological. 
By contrast, their compositional accomplishments did not thoroughly convince 
scholars. The missing correspondence of form and content underwent critique in 
particular, and that created momentum for the German school during and especially 
after the Second World War in the early 1960s. In reaction to the French school, 
scholars such as Ernst Käsemann,22 Otto Michel,23 Wolfgang Nauck,24 and later 
Erich Gräßer25 emphasized content and applied thematic criticism. This allowed 
them to raise awareness of the paraenetic material. The main theological emphasis 
subsequently shifted from Christology to paraenesis. This shift produced the 
15
 F. Thien, “Analyse de l’épître aux Hébreux,” Revue Biblique Internationale 11 (1902) 74–86. 
16
 Léon Vaganay, “Le plan de l’épître aux Hébreux,” in Mémorial Lagrange. Cinquantenaire de 
l’École biblique et archéologique française de Jérusalem (15 novembre 1890–15 novembre 1940)
(Paris: Gabalda, 1940) 269–77. 
17
 Albert Descamps, “La structure de l’épître aux Hébreux,” Revue diocésaine de Tournai 9 
(1954) 251–58, 333–38. 
18 Rafael Gyllenberg, “Die Komposition des Hebräerbriefs,” SEÅ 22/23 (1957/1958) 137–47. 
19
 Vanhoye, La structure littéraire de l’épître aux Hébreux.
20
 Louis Dussaut, Synopse structurelle de l’épître aux Hébreux. Approche d’analyse structurelle
(Paris: Cerf, 1981). 
21
 Biblical Archaeology Society, ed., Who’s Who in Biblical Studies and Archaeology (2d ed.; 
Washington: Biblical Archaeology Society, 1993) 307. 
22
 Ernst Käsemann, Das wandernde Gottesvolk. Eine Untersuchung zum Hebräerbrief (FRLANT 
55; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1939). 
23 Otto Michel presided over this thirteenth volume of the series Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar 
über das Neue Testament for almost forty years, Der Brief an die Hebräer (KEK 13; 7th ed.; 
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1975). 
24
 Wolfgang Nauck, “Zum Aufbau des Hebräerbriefes,” in Judentum, Urchristentum, Kirche. 
Festschrift für Joachim Jeremias (ed. Walther Eltester; BZNW 26; Berlin: Töpelmann, 1960) 
199–206. 
25
 Erich Gräßer published widely on the Book of Hebrews; his most comprehensive work, though, 
remains his commentary, An die Hebräer (3 vols.; EKKNT 17; Zürich: Benziger; Neukirchen-Vluyn: 
Neukirchener, 1990–1997). 
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form-critical side effect—which influenced the American school—that perceived 
Hebrews as a sermon mainly in the context of the ancient synagogue. 
Against the backdrop of the rise of rhetorical and new rhetorical criticism 
in the 1980s, the early American school appeared most closely associated with 
the accomplishments of the German and French schools with regard to the 
rhetorical character of Hebrews. Scholars such as George W. Buchanan,26 Harold 
W. Attridge,27 and Craig R. Koester28 applied rhetorical criticism and frequently
disregarded the rather simplistic structural solutions of the German school. They
opted instead for a five-partite structure similar to the French school, albeit on 
the basis of ancient rhetorical paradigms. In the tradition of Buchanan, the main 
achievement of the early American school was the rehabilitation of covenant 
theology in Hebrews, which—beginning with Attridge—expressed itself in a 
dual covenantal-Christological emphasis. Notwithstanding the discovery of 
Jewish covenant theology, their method of rhetorical criticism—except for that 
of Buchanan, a Jewish scholar—focused more on Hellenistic-Roman traditions at 
the expense of Hellenistic-Jewish literary traditions. Probably due to the triumph 
of pragmatics in the context of structural and poststructural linguistics since the 
late 1980s, members of the younger American school have further elaborated the 
rhetoricity of Hebrews first postulated by the early school. Scholars such as Linda 
Lloyd Neeley,29 George H. Guthrie,30 Kenneth Schenck,31 and most recently Cynthia 
Long Westfall32 have applied discourse analysis or text-linguistics and narrative 
criticism with its particular interest in the rhetorical effect of the text on its addressees.
Another group of younger scholars—such as John Dunnill (cultural anthropology),33
26
 George W. Buchanan, To the Hebrews: Translation, Comment and Conclusions (AB 36; 
Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1972). 
27
 Harold W. Attridge, The Epistle to the Hebrews: A Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews
(Hermeneia; Philadelphia, Pa.: Fortress, 1989). 
28 Craig R. Koester, Hebrews: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB 36; 
New York: Doubleday, 2001). 
29
 Linda Lloyd Neeley, “A Discourse Analysis of Hebrews,” Occasional Papers in Translation 
and Textlinguistics 3–4 (1987) 1–146. 
30
 George H. Guthrie, The Structure of Hebrews: A Text-Linguistic Analysis (Biblical Studies 
Library; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1998). 
31
 Kenneth Schenck, Understanding the Book of Hebrews: The Story Behind the Sermon
(Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 2003). 
32
 Cynthia Long Westfall, A Discourse Analysis of the Letter to the Hebrews: The Relationship 
between Form and Meaning (Library of New Testament Studies 297; London: T&T Clark 
International, 2005). 
33 John Dunnill, Covenant and Sacrifice in the Letter to the Hebrews (Society for New Testament 
Studies Monograph Series 75; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992). 
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David A. deSilva (socio-rhetorical criticism),34 and Ellen Bradshaw Aitken (political-
ideological criticism)35—has applied methods of nonliterary structuralism. 
With the exception of a few approaches adopted by female scholars such as 
Mary Rose D’Angelo,36 Cynthia Briggs Kittredge,37 Ulrike Wagener,38 and Gabriella 
Gelardini,39 who apply methodological insights from poststructuralism—namely 
feminist biblical hermeneutics—Hebrews scholarship, as might have become clear,
remains a stronghold of structural methods. 
While taking into account that it is a method that generates a structure and a 
structure that generates one or multiple textual centers, that is, main theological 
emphases, what can we learn from these three schools with regard to the structure 
of Hebrews? 
Methods
The demarcation of texts requires a method. We see such a method even applied 
in antiquity, for instance, considering the kephalaia, the practice of inserting titles 
into manuscripts. I mention this because not every Hebrews scholar considered it 
necessary—James Moffatt and his colleague Theodore H. Robinson, for instance, 
explicitly opted for an agnostic approach.40
The application of methods ought to be explicit. Astonishingly, most scholars
fail to address what seems obvious, instead they apply their methods implicitly, 
especially in relation to thematic criticism. 
The application of a method must be thorough. For instance, while most 
thematic approaches demarcate subsections, they frequently neglect to demonstrate 
the relation or the logic linking of certain subsections to a section and of certain 
sections to a main section. 
34
 David A. deSilva, Perseverance in Gratitude: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary on the Epistle 
“to the Hebrews” (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2000). 
35
 Ellen Bradshaw Aitken, “Portraying the Temple in Stone and Text: The Arch of Titus and the 
Epistle to the Hebrews,” in Hebrews: Contemporary Methods, New Insights (ed. Gabriella Gelardini; 
BINS 75; Leiden: Brill, 2005) 131–48. 
36 Mary Rose D’Angelo, “Hebrews,” in The Women’s Bible Commentary (ed. Carol A. Newsom 
and Sharon H. Ringe; Louisville, Ky.: Westminster/John Knox, 1992) 364–67. 
37
 Cynthia Briggs Kittredge, “Hebrews,” in A Feminist Commentary (vol. 2 of Searching the 
Scriptures; ed. Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza; 2 vols.; 2d ed.; New York: Crossroad, 1997–1998) 
2:428–52. 
38
 Ulrike Wagener, “Brief an die HebräerInnen. Fremde in der Welt,” in Kompendium 
Feministische Bibelauslegung (ed. Luise Schottroff and Marie-Therese Wacker; rev. ed.; Darmstadt: 
WBG, 2003) 683–93. 
39
 Gelardini, “Verhärtet eure Herzen nicht,” 193–99, 237–45, 281–86, 321–24, 349–51, 
383–84. 
40 James Moffatt, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews (International 
Critical Commentary; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1975); Theodore H. Robinson, The Epistle to the 
Hebrews (Moffat New Testament Commentary; 7th ed.; London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1953). 
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The application of multiple methods is part of common sense in Hebrews 
scholarship. One of the first scholars to demonstrate this was Walter G. Übelacker 
(1989).41 The application of multiple methods, however, must be performed in a 
transparent and comprehensible manner, something that is lacking in some socio-
rhetorical and textlinguistic approaches. Only interpretations that disclose their 
underlying presuppositions and the various analytical and interpretive steps taken 
are fair and ethical. 
The choice of a method or methods must consider the function that it or they 
ought to serve. Thus, thematic and/or literary-rhetorical criticism is useful if the 
focus lies on textual logic and structure. Discourse analysis best serves a pragmatic 
interest, that is, an interest in the addressee. A joint textual and pragmatic focus calls 
for the application of both methods (and possibly even of additional methods). A 
thorough understanding of the text remains indispensable, and all findings arrived 
at through the application of various complex methods must ultimately measure 
up to the text. 
Structures
Current Hebrews scholarship assumes the integrity of the text. Most scholars have 
thus proposed a text center or—beginning with Vanhoye—a concentric three- or 
five-partite structure on the basis of production aesthetics.42 With the exception 
of Westfall,43 all scholars—Vanhoye,44 Neeley,45 Guthrie,46 Gelardini,47 as well as 
John W. Welch48—who have undertaken detailed structural analyses, have observed 
symmetries on the macrostructural level; numerous scholars, moreover, have 
observed symmetries on the microstructural level. Without any doubt, however,
Hebrews scholarship owes the most fruitful impact regarding structure to Vanhoye,
and subsequent scholarship is strongly advised not to dismiss his original insight 
of a concentric composition. 
By contrast, both the beginning and the end of the supposed centric part remain 
subject to dispute. Simplistically speaking, the largest group of scholars holds that 
the center commences either in Heb 4:14, arguing mostly for a wide-spanning 
41 Walter G. Übelacker, Der Hebräerbrief als Appell. Untersuchungen zu exordium, narratio
und postscriptum (Hebr 1–2 und 13,22–25) (Coniectanea biblica, New Testament 21; Stockholm: 
Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1989). 
42
 Vanhoye, La structure littéraire de l’épître aux Hébreux.
43
 Westfall, A Discourse Analysis of the Letter to the Hebrews, 11, 21. 
44
 Vanhoye, La structure littéraire de l’épître aux Hébreux, 59 and passim. 
45 Neeley, “A Discourse Analysis of Hebrews,” 61–62. 
46
 Guthrie, The Structure of Hebrews, 144 and passim. 
47
 Gelardini, “Verhärtet eure Herzen nicht,” 80–83, 353–57 and passim. 
48 John W. Welch, “Chiasmus in the New Testament,” in Chiasmus in Antiquity: Structures, 
Analyses, Exegesis (ed. idem.; Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1981) 211–49, esp. 220–21. 
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inclusion with a correspondence between Heb 4:(11)14–16 and 10:19–23(25),49 or
in Heb 7:1. Correspondingly for most scholars, the centric section ends either in 
chapter 10 at verse 18—or in chapter 12 at verse 29. These scholars usually perceive 
the climax somewhere in the central section in either chapter 8 or 9. Interestingly 
however, those three scholars, who have applied discourse analysis—Neeley, 
Guthrie, and Westfall—all identify the climax in the final section or rather in Heb 
12:18–24(29).50
The structural proposals presented so far seem to fall short in one or several 
of the following areas: the correspondence between structure and content, the 
relation between structure and the many and important quotations from the Hebrew 
Bible, and the correspondence between structure and genre on the basis of ancient 
production and reception aesthetics. This seems odd, especially in light of the 
fact that scholars by and large perceive the theological message of Hebrews as a 
unity. 
Main Theological Emphases
Generally speaking, Hebrews scholarship has overcome Christocentric exclusivity 
with regard to the choice of its main theological emphasis. Covenant theology in 
particular has attracted, and quite rightly continues to attract, growing attention, 
among others in the work of Attridge, Dunnill, Koester, Knut Backhaus, and 
Gelardini.51
Certain methods and their resulting structures do not necessarily produce a 
typical theological emphasis. For instance, Thien’s five-partite structure emphasizes 
paraenesis,52 and Eduard Riggenbach’s three-partite structure highlighted 
Christology.53 Rather, a scholar’s particular milieu or context would appear to 
influence where he or she places the main theological emphasis. Along these lines, 
it is hardly accidental that the French-Italian Catholic context promotes a high-priest 
Christology up to this day, or that paraenesis is advanced mainly by scholars based 
in post-Second World War Germany, and that a Jewish scholar, Buchanan, was 
the first to propose covenant theology in the mostly Protestant American context 
since the 1970s.
49
 Guthrie, The Structure of Hebrews, 76–89; Westfall, A Discourse Analysis of the Letter to the 
Hebrews, xii, 136–37, 230–40. 
50
 Neeley, “A Discourse Analysis of Hebrews,” 41, 51; Guthrie, Structure of Hebrews, 143; 
Westfall, A Discourse Analysis of the Letter to the Hebrews, 301. 
51
 Attridge, The Epistle to the Hebrews; Dunnill, Covenant and Sacrifice in the Letter to 
the Hebrews; Koester, Hebrews; Knut Backhaus, Der Neue Bund und das Werden der Kirche. 
Die Diatheke-Deutung des Hebräerbriefs im Rahmen der frühchristlichen Theologiegeschichte
(Neutestamentliche Abhandlungen 29; Münster: Aschendorff, 1996); Gelardini, “Verhärtet eure 
Herzen nicht.”
52
 Thien, “Analyse de l’épître aux Hébreux,” 79, 86. 
53 Eduard Riggenbach, Der Brief an die Hebräer (Leipzig: Deichert, 1922; repr. Wuppertal: 
Brockhaus, 1987) xxiii–xxiv. 
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In conclusion, the following new proposal takes into account the three great 
accomplishments of twentieth-century Hebrews scholarship: the concentric 
structure of the French school, the homiletic form of the German school, and the 
covenant theology of the American school (see History). The method applied to 
generate the structure I consider to be explicit, thorough, transparent and considerate 
of the function that it ought to serve (see Methods). The subsequently generated 
structure demonstrates the correspondence between structure and content, between 
structure and the central quotations, and between structure and homiletic form (see 
Structures). And finally, the resulting theological emphasis is considered logical 
and corresponding to method and structure (see Main Theological Emphases).
■ Structural Analysis: A New Proposal
The following structural analysis and subsequent proposal is only one out of seven 
methodological steps that I took in interpreting Hebrews.54 Although I started out 
from structure, this analysis continually developed, along with its interpretation, 
as I proceeded through the various steps. The results allowed me additionally to 
draw conclusions between structure and homiletic form.55
Method
Presupposing the text’s integrity, the structural analysis served the function of 
gaining an initial interpretive understanding of the text and its compositional 
logic. This approach helped to transcend—where necessary—the medieval chapter 
and verse divisions. From the viewpoint of structural text theory, a text is a text 
because the elements of the linguistic expressions contained therein refer to each 
other, and they can only be understand in relation to each other as well as to the 
immediate intertext.56
In my first reading—the structural analysis—I applied a combined method, 
which allowed me to demarcate sections in respect to content (including the central 
quotations) and form: first and foremost, I paid attention to three thematic aspects 
of content, and second, I looked at three formal, literary-rhetorical aspects. 
With regard to the thematic aspects, and in relation to keywords (or Leitworte),
I first found myself in agreement with what Nauck—summarizing other 
commentators—termed “stufenweises Vorgehen” (step-by-step action).57 This 
expression refers to a step-by-step composition or procedure, which affords a two-
dimensional view of the text. This scheme named Anadiplosis refers to a repetition 
of the final word (or phrase, or clause, or concept) of the previous line (or phrase, 
54
 For a comprehensive overview of my methodological and structural considerations, see Gelardini, 
“Verhärtet eure Herzen nicht,” 79–84, 193–99, 203–6, 249–54, 288–96, 326–35, 352–59.
55
 Gelardini, “Verhärtet eure Herzen nicht,” 87–180. 
56
 Wilhelm Egger, Methodenlehre zum Neuen Testament. Einführung in linguistische und historisch-
kritische Methoden (3d ed.; Freiburg i.B.: Herder, 1993) 28–33. 
57 Nauck, “Zum Aufbau des Hebräerbriefes,” 201–2. 
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or clause) at the beginning of the next one. As a well-described rhetorical figure 
of speech, even within the New Testament, it often appears repeated, and is hence 
termed anadiplosis iterata.58 We often find it combined with climax and/or chiasm.59
Second, I paid much attention to the intertext and especially to the longer quotations 
in Hebrews 3–4 and 8 along with its interpretations and applications. Hereby I 
wanted especially to take into account the story from Numeri 13–14 to which 
Hebrews 3–4 referred by means of Psalm 95. Both author and addressee recall the 
story in the absence of a numerical reference system not just as narrative but as 
a narrative in context. Thus, the breaking in Kadesh-Barnea of the renewed Sinai 
covenant between God and the exodus generation lead to their disinheritance of the 
land. Third, I paid attention to the specific text-semantic and narrative logic. 
Regarding literary-rhetorical aspects, I first paid attention to hook words in 
their natural relationship to the rhetorical figure of anadiplosis iterata, second
to thematic transitions (rather than changes in genre), and finally to symmetries 
on the microstructural level, that is, with regard to concentric circles of thought 
(Gedankenkreise), and to symmetries on the macrostructural level. 
Macrostructure of Hebrews
The application of a combined method, an approach that serves to understand 
the logic of the text, resulted in a macrostructure consisting of a five-partite two-
dimensional and concentric step-by-step arrangement with a climax at the center 
along with rhetorical accents at the beginning and at the end of the text. 
A
Heb 1:1–2:18
B
Heb 3:1–6:20
C
Heb 7:1–10:18
B´
Heb 10:19–
12:3
A´
Heb 12:4–
13:25
Elevation and 
abasement of 
the Son
Faithlessness
of fathers and 
sons
New covenant and cult 
institution
Faith of sons 
and fathers
Abasement
and elevation 
of the sons
Covenant
e Heavenly tabernacle 8:1–6 Heavenly tabernacle e´ 
d Curtain 6:13–20 9:11–14 10:19–23 Curtain d´ 
c Invisible 4:12–13 11:1–3 Visible c´ 
b Look at Jesus 3:1–6 12:1–3 Look at Jesus b´
a Escape 2:1–4 12:25–29 Escape a´ 
1:1–4 13:20–25
58
 Walter Bühlmann and Karl Scherer, Sprachliche Stilfiguren der Bibel. Von Assonanz bis 
Zahlenspruch. Ein Nachschlagewerk (2d ed.; Giessen: Brunnen, 1994) 26–29, at 28. 
59
 Wilfred G. E. Watson, “Chiastic Patterns in Biblical Hebrew Poetry,” in Chiasmus in Antiquity: 
Structures, Analyses, Exegesis (ed. John W. Welch; Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1981) 118–68, esp. 
149–58. 
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Following the diagram above, close analysis revealed the subsequent concentric 
structure on the horizontal macro level.
A. Heb 1:1–2:18: The first main section (= A) compares the Son with the angels 
in chapter 1, in explicit favor—in quality and locally—of the elevated Son. The
addressed abasement of the Son under the angels in chapter 2 serves to save the 
sons. The keywords “Son” and “angels” establish the coherence of this first main 
section, which we consider structurally the least disputed part in Hebrews.
B. Heb 3:1–6:20: The intertext of Numbers 13–14 dominates the second, more 
heterogeneous main section (= B). That text compares the faithless fathers at 
Kadesh-Barnea in chapters 3, 4, and 6,60 that is, their disobedience toward the 
law as specified in the Sinai covenant, with the sons and addressees in a warning 
manner. The keywords “disobedience” and “faith” establish the coherence of this 
main section. One may wish to contest my suggested coherence of this main section 
by pointing out the introduction of the Son as a high priest in chapters 4 and 5. By
way of response, I would argue that Hebrews 3 starts out by comparing the Son to 
Moses, both of whom are deemed “faithful.” According to the intertext from the 
Septuagint, Moses’ faithfulness comes from the fact that as the servant of God’s 
house (the fathers), he once again atones for the sin(s) of the fathers at Kadesh-
Barnea and thereby saves them from impending death. This deed qualifies 
him as “faithful.” Similarly, as introduced in chapter 2, Jesus’ faithfulness also 
arises from his atoning for and thereby saving of God’s house (addressees) from 
impending death; this action qualifies him as “faithful” and “obedient.” Hence the 
talk about the Son in chapters 4 and 5 deals with his predisposition, his aptness—his 
“faithfulness” and “obedience”—for the atoning work discussed in section C. The 
theme of “faith(fulness)” and “disobedience” belongs to section B and does not 
appear in section C at all but reappears in the corresponding section B´. 
C. Heb 7:1–10:18: The third and central main section (= C) introduces God’s 
new covenant in chapter 8 as mediated through his Son. Since a covenant by 
necessity introduces or requires a cult institution, cultic vocabulary, located mainly 
in various semantic fields, such as “priesthood” (ch. 7), “sanctuary” (chs. 8 and 
9), and atoning “sacrifice” (chs. 9 and 10) establishes the coherence of this central 
main section. 
B´. Heb 10:19–12:3: The fourth main section (= B´) again compares the faithful 
Son and faithful sons in spe in chapter 10 with the faithful fathers in chapter 11.
The keyword “faith,” establishes the coherence of this main section and hence 
establishes its inverse correspondence with its sister paragraph B. 
A´. Heb 12:4–13:25: After introducing atonement, the fifth and last main section 
(= A´) addresses the abasement of the sons via discipline in chapter 12 and their 
60
 The authors of the following articles convincingly demonstrate that Hebrews 6 forms an 
integral part of the interpretation of the quotations in Hebrews 3–4: Randall C. Gleason, “The Old 
Testament Background of the Warning in Hebrews 6:4–8,” Bibliotheca Sacra 155 (1998) 62–91; 
Dave Mathewson, “Reading Heb 6:4–6 in light of the Old Testament,” Wesleyan Theological 
Journal 61 (1999) 209–25. 
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elevation—locally and in quality—in chapters 12 and 13. The keywords “sons” 
and “angels” establish the coherence of this main section and hence establishes its 
inverse correspondence with its sister paragraph A. 
Close analysis revealed the following concentric structure on the vertical macro 
level:
a-a´. Heb 2:1–4 and 12:25–29: Only the transitional sections a-a´ contain 
the word “escape” (Heb 2:3a; 12:25b: INOJIYZK[).
b-b´. Heb 3:1–6 and 12:1–3: Only the transitional sections b-b´ contain the 
invitation to look up at Jesus (Heb 3:1; 12:2). 
c-c´. Heb 4:12–13 and 11:1–3: Only the transitional sections c-c´ contain 
the stem JEMZR (Heb 4:13a; 11:3b), which stands in the context of the 
word of God once as “invisible” and once as “visible.” 
d-d´. Heb 6:13–20 and 10:19–23: Only the transitional sections d-d´—apart 
from one other occurrence (Heb 9:3)— contain the word “curtain” (Heb 
6:19b; 10:20a: OEXETIZXEWQE).
e-e´. Heb 8:1–6 and 9:11–14: Finally, only the transitional sections e-e´ 
address the heavenly tabernacle (Heb 8:2a; 9:11a: WOLRLZ).
Heb 4:(11)14–16 and 10:19–23(25)?: It has become evident that there is more 
than just one wide-spanning inclusion (see Structures), and that the passages Heb 
4:(11)14–16 and 10:19–23(25) fail to correspond in the above scheme. While they 
may do so on the surface, they do not correspond on a deeper structural level. At
least four criteria support my thesis: a semantic, a compositional, a contextual, 
and an intertextual one.61
Microstructure of Hebrews 3:1–6:20
To display the microstructural symmetries existing throughout the entire book 
would go beyond the scope of this essay. Nonetheless, I would like to demonstrate 
how I generated the three formal, literary-rhetorical aspects inductively by means 
of the concentric circles of thought (along with hook words and transitions) or the 
so-called “waves” (ondes concentriques) that Ceslas Spicq62 had already intuited 
in the 1950s. The reader may find it surprising to see how nicely one concentric 
61 1) Semantic criterion: Heb 6:13–20 has many semantic overlaps with Heb 10:19–23, of which 
the most important was mentioned, the “curtain.” 2) Compositional criterion: the two transitional 
sections flank the central and exclusively cultic section, which does not contain the keyword “faith.” 
3) Contextual criterion: Heb 6:13–20 is preceded by two themes that immediately follow Heb 
10:19–23 in inverse order. Hebrews 6:9–12 as well as 10:24–25 contain the “works of love,” and 
Heb 6:4–8 as well as 10:26–31 contain the stern message that for those once enlightened and sinning 
again neither repentance nor sin sacrifice is left. 4) Intertextual criterion: the neglected renewal of 
repentance in Hebrews 6 is related to the intertext in Num 13–14; Hebrews 6 hence also pertains 
to the interpretation of Ps 95:7–11 in Heb 3:7–11. 
62
 Ceslas Spicq, Introduction (vol. 1 of L’épître aux Hébreux; 2 vols.; Études bibliques; Paris: 
Gabalda, 1952) 1:32. 
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thought circle lines up to the next one. This occurs throughout the entire book, 
including that main section considered the most heterogeneous out of all (= B): 
3:1–6 Chiastic transitional element: look up to the faithful Jesus
3:7–4:11 Section: Faithless fathers
3:7–11 Chiastic subsection, quotation: Ps 95:7–11 The father’s rebellion
3:12–19 Chiastic subsection, interpretation/application a: warning of such 
rebellion
4:1–11 Chiastic subsection, interpretation/application b: thus, do not miss 
to enter rest
4:12–13  Chiastic transitional element: for nothing is hidden from the judging 
word of God 
4:14–6:12 Section: Faithless sons
4:14–5:10  Chiastic subsection, interpretation/application c: faithless people 
need high priest’s redemptive interaction
5:11–6:12 Chiastic subsection, interpretation/application d: repeated sin after 
such redemption leaves only godly judgment
6:13–20 Chiastic transitional element: thus, hold on to God’s oath given to 
Abraham that reaches behind the curtain. 
The following chart displays the symmetries in each element, the transitions and 
the hook words linking these elements, and the semantic overlaps occurring only 
in the corresponding sister paragraphs: 
Hook words 2:17; 3:1 high priest
3:1–6 Chiastic transitional element1
3:1¶3UIRENHIPJSME_KMSMOPLZWI[b
INTSYVERMZSYQIZXSGSMOEXERSLZWEXIXSR
ENTSZWXSPSROEMENVGMIVIZEXLDbS.QSPSKMZEb
L.Q[DR©-LWSYDR
3:2TMWXSRS?RXEX[DTSMLZWERXMEYNXSR[.bOEM
1[Y"WLDbINR[S_P[X[DSM?O[EYNXSYD
3:3TPIMZSRSbKEVSY`XSbHSZ\LbTEVE
1[Y"WLDRLN\MZ[XEMOEU©S_WSRTPIMZSREXMQLR
I?GIMXSYDSM?OSYS.OEXEWOIYEZWEbEYNXSZR
3:4TEDbKEVSM@OSbOEXEWOIYEZ^IXEMY.TSZ
XMRSbS.HITEZRXEOEXEWOIYEZWEbUISZb
3:5OEM1[Y"WLDbQIRTMWXSbINRS_P[X[D
SM?O[EYNXSYD[.bUIVEZT[RIMNbQEVXYZVMSR
X[DRPEPLULWSQIZR[R
3:6'VMWXSbHI[.bYM.SbINTMXSRSM@OSR
EYNXSYDSY`SM@OSZbINWQIRL.QIMDbINEZR[TIV]
XLRTEVVLWMZEROEMXSOEYZGLQEXLDb
INPTMZHSbOEXEZWG[QIR
A: Heb 3:1 Jesus
B: Heb 3:2 faithful Moses, house
C: Heb 3:3 builder
C´: Heb 3:4 built
B´: Heb 3:5 Moses faithful, house
A´: Heb 3:6 Christ
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Hook words 3:5; 3:12 faithful, faithless
3:7–4:11 Section2
3:7–11 Chiastic subsection
3:7(MSZOEU[bPIZKIMXSTRIYDQEXSE_KMSRWLZQIVSRINER
XLDbJ[RLDbEYNXSYDENOSYZWLXI
3:8QLWOPLVYZRLXIXEbOEVHMZEbY.Q[DR[.bINRX[D
TEVETMOVEWQ[DOEXEXLRL.QIZVERXSYDTIMVEWQSYDINR
XLDINVLZQ[
3:9SY`INTIMZVEWERSM.TEXIZVIbY.Q[DRINRHSOMQEWMZE
OEMIM@HSRXEI?VKEQSY
3:10XIWWIVEZOSRXEI?XLHMSTVSW[ZGUMWEXLD
KIRIEDXEYZXLOEMIM@TSRENIMTPER[DRXEMXLDOEVHMZE
EYNXSMHISYNOI?KR[WERXEbS.HSYZbQSY
3:11[.b[?QSWEINRXLDSNVKLDQSYIMNIMNWIPIYZWSRXEMIMNb
XLROEXEZTEYWMZRQSY
A: Heb 3:7–8 hearts
B: Heb 3:8 testing
B´: Heb 3:9 tested
A´: Heb 3:10–11 heart
3:12–19 Chiastic subsection
3:12&PIZTIXIENHIPJSMZQLZTSXII?WXEMI?R
XMRMY.Q[DROEVHMZETSRLVEENTMWXMZEbINRX[D
ENTSWXLDREMENTSUISYD^[DRXSb
3:13ENPPETEVEOEPIMDXII.EYXSYbOEU©
I.OEZWXLRL.QIZVERE?GVMbSY`XSWLZQIVSR
OEPIMDXEMM_REQLWOPLVYRULDXMbIN\Y.Q[DR
ENTEZXLXLDbE.QEVXMZEb–
3:14QIZXSGSMKEVXSYD'VMWXSYDKIKSZREQIR
INEZRTIVXLRENVGLRXLDbY.TSWXEZWI[bQIZGVM
XIZPSYbFIFEMZEROEXEZWG[QIR– 
3:15INRX[DPIZKIWUEMWLZQIVSRINERXLDb
J[RLDbEYNXSYDENOSYZWLXIQLWOPLVYZRLXIXEb
OEVHMZEbY.Q[DR[.bINRX[DTEVETMOVEWQ[D
3:16XMZRIbKEVENOSYZWERXIbTEVITMZOVERER¬
ENPP©SYNTEZRXIbSM.IN\IPUSZRXIbIN\%MNKYZTXSY
HME1[Y"WIZ[b¬
3:17XMZWMRHITVSW[ZGUMWIRXIWWIVEZOSRXE
I?XLSYNGMXSMDbE.QEVXLZWEWMR[`RXEO[DPE
I?TIWIRINRXLDINVLZQ[¬
3:18XMZWMRHI[?QSWIRQLIMNWIPIYZWIWUEM
IMNbXLROEXEZTEYWMREYNXSYDIMNQLXSMDb
ENTIMULZWEWMR¬
3:19OEMFPIZTSQIRS_XMSYNOLNHYRLZULWER
IMNWIPUIMDRHM©ENTMWXMZER
A: Heb 3:12 unbelieving
B: Heb 3:13 sin
 C: Heb 3:14–15 listen, rebellion
C´: Heb 3:16 listened, rebelled
 B´: Heb 3:17–18 sinned
A´: Heb 3:19 unbelief
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4:1–11 Chiastic subsection
4:1*SFLU[DQIRSY@RQLZTSXIOEXEPIMTSQIZRLb
INTEKKIPMZEbIMNWIPUIMDRIMNbXLROEXEZTEYWMR
EYNXSYDHSOLDXMbIN\Y.Q[DRY.WXIVLOIZREM
4:2OEMKEZVINWQIRIYNLKKIPMWQIZRSMOEUEZTIV
OENOIMDRSMENPP©SYNO[NJIZPLWIRS.PSZKSbXLDbENOSLDb
INOIMZRSYbQLWYKOIOIVEWQIZRSYbXLDTMZWXIMXSMDb
ENOSYZWEWMR
4:3)MNWIVGSZQIUEKEVIMNb[XLR]OEXEZTEYWMR
SM.TMWXIYZWERXIbOEU[bIM?VLOIR[.b[?QSWE
INRXLDSNVKLDQSYIMNIMNWIPIYZWSRXEMIMNbXLR
OEXEZTEYWMZRQSYOEMZXSMX[DRI?VK[RENTS
OEXEFSPLDbOSZWQSYKIRLUIZRX[R
4:4IM?VLOIRKEZVTSYTIVMXLDbI.FHSZQLbSY_X[bOEM
OEXIZTEYWIRS.UISbINRXLDL.QIZVEXLDI.FHSZQLENTS
TEZRX[RX[DRI?VK[REYNXSYD
4:5OEMINRXSYZX[TEZPMRIMNIMNWIPIYZWSRXEMIMNb
XLROEXEZTEYWMZRQSY
4:6INTIMSY@RENTSPIMZTIXEMXMREbIMNWIPUIMDRIMNb
EYNXLZROEMSM.TVSZXIVSRIYNEKKIPMWUIZRXIbSYNO
IMNWLDPUSRHM©ENTIMZUIMER
4:7TEZPMRXMRES.VMZ^IML.QIZVERWLZQIVSRINR
(EYMHPIZK[RQIXEXSWSYDXSRGVSZRSROEU[b
TVSIMZVLXEMWLZQIVSRINERXLDbJ[RLDbEYNXSYD
ENOSYZWLXIQLWOPLVYZRLXIXEbOEVHMZEbY.Q[DR
4:8IMNKEVEYNXSYb©-LWSYDbOEXIZTEYWIRSYNOEAR
TIVME?PPLbINPEZPIMQIXEXEYDXEL.QIZVEb
4:9E?VEENTSPIMZTIXEMWEFFEXMWQSbX[DPE[DXSYD
UISYD
4:10S.KEVIMNWIPU[RIMNbXLROEXEZTEYWMR
EYNXSYDOEMEYNXSbOEXIZTEYWIRENTSX[DR
I?VK[REYNXSYD[_WTIVENTSX[DRMNHMZ[RS.UISZb
4:117TSYHEZW[QIRSY@RIMNWIPUIMDRIMNbINOIMZRLRXLR
OEXEZTEYWMRM_REQLINRX[DEYNX[DXMbY.TSHIMZKQEXM
TIZWLXLDbENTIMUIMZEb
A: Heb 4:1 enter his rest
 B: Heb 4:2–4 rest, rested
C: Heb 4:4 day
D: Heb 4:5 enter
D´: Heb 4:6 enter
C´: Heb 4:7 day
 B´: Heb 4:8–10 rested, rest
A´: Heb 4:11 enter this rest
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Hook words 4:7; 4:12 heart
4:12–13 Chiastic transitional element3
4:12>[DRKEVS.PSZKSbXSYDUISYDOEM
INRIVKLbOEMXSQ[ZXIVSbYNTIVTEDWER
QEZGEMVERHMZWXSQSROEMHMM"ORSYZQIRSbE?GVM
QIVMWQSYD]YGLDbOEMTRIYZQEXSbE.VQ[DRXI
OEMQYIP[DROEMOVMXMOSbINRUYQLZWI[ROEM
INRRSM[DROEVHMZEb
4:13OEMSYNOI?WXMROXMZWMbENJERLbINR[ZTMSR
EYNXSYDTEZRXEHIKYQREOEMXIXVEGLPMWQIZRE
XSMDbSNJUEPQSMDbEYNXSYDTVSbSaRL.QMDRS.PSZKSb
A: Heb 4:12 the word
B: Heb 4:12 soul and spirit
B´: Heb 4:12 desires and thoughts
A´: Heb 4:13 the word
Hook words 4:12; 6:5 word of God
4:14–6:12 Section4
4:14–5:10 Chiastic subsection
4:14µ)GSRXIbSY@RENVGMIVIZEQIZKER
HMIPLPYUSZXEXSYbSYNVERSYZb©-LWSYDR
XSRYM.SRXSYDUISYDOVEX[DQIRXLDb
S.QSPSKMZEb
4:15SYNKEVI?GSQIRENVGMIVIZE
QLHYREZQIRSRWYQTEULDWEMXEMDb
ENWUIRIMZEMbL.Q[DRTITIMVEWQIZRSR
HIOEXETEZRXEOEU©S.QSMSZXLXEG[VMb
E.QEVXMZEb
4:16TVSWIVG[ZQIUESY@RQIXE
TEVVLWMZEbX[DUVSZR[XLDb
GEZVMXSbM_REPEZF[QIRI?PISbOEM
GEZVMRIY_V[QIRIMNbIY?OEMVSR
FSLZUIMER
5:14EDbKEVENVGMIVIYbIN\
ENRUV[ZT[RPEQFERSZQIRSbY.TIV
ENRUV[ZT[ROEUMZWXEXEMXETVSbXSR
UISZRM_RETVSWJIZVLH[DVEZXIOEM
UYWMZEbY.TIVE.QEVXM[DR
5:2QIXVMSTEUIMDRHYREZQIRSbXSMDb
ENKRSSYDWMROEMTPER[QIZRSMbINTIM
OEMEYNXSbTIVMZOIMXEMENWUIZRIMER
5:3OEMHM©EYNXLRSNJIMZPIMOEU[b
TIVMXSYDPESYDSY_X[bOEMTIVMEYNXSYD
TVSWJIZVIMRTIVME.QEVXM[DR
A: Heb 4:14 high priest
B: Heb 4:15–16 suffer with
C: Heb 5:1–4 high priest taken 
from men does not 
take honor on his own
C´: Heb 5:5–6 Christ did not glorify 
himself as 
high priest
B´: Heb 5:7–8 suffered
A´: Heb 5:9–10 high priest
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Hook words 4:12; 6:5 word of God
5:4OEMSYNGI.EYX[DXMbPEQFEZRIM
XLRXMQLRENPPEOEPSYZQIRSbY.TS
XSYDUISYDOEU[ZWTIVOEM©%EV[ZR
5:53Y_X[bOEMS.'VMWXSbSYNG
I.EYXSRINHSZ\EWIRKIRLULDREM
ENVGMIVIZEENPP©S.PEPLZWEbTVSb
EYNXSZRYM.SZbQSYIM@WYZINK[
WLZQIVSRKIKIZRRLOEZWI
5:6OEU[bOEMINRI.XIZV[PIZKIMWY
M.IVIYbIMNbXSREMN[DREOEXEXLRXEZ\MR
1IPGMWIZHIO
5:7SabINRXEMDbL.QIZVEMbXLDb
WEVOSbEYNXSYDHILZWIMbXIOEM
M.OIXLVMZEbTVSbXSRHYREZQIRSR
W[Z^IMREYNXSRINOUEREZXSYQIXE
OVEYKLDbMNWGYVEDbOEMHEOVYZ[R
TVSWIRIZKOEbOEMIMNWEOSYWUIMb
ENTSXLDbIYNPEFIMZEb
5:8OEMZTIV[ARYM.SZbI?QEUIRENJ©[`R
I?TEUIRXLRY.TEOSLZR
5:9OEMXIPIM[UIMbINKIZRIXSTEDWMR
XSMDbY.TEOSYZSYWMREYNX[DEM?XMSb
W[XLVMZEbEMN[RMZSY
5:10TVSWEKSVIYUIMbY.TSXSYD
UISYDENVGMIVIYbOEXEXLRXEZ\MR
1IPGMWIZHIO
5:11–6:12 Chiastic subsection 
5:114IVMSY`TSPYbL.QMDRS.PSZKSbOEM
HYWIVQLZRIYXSbPIZKIMRINTIMR[UVSM
KIKSZREXIXEMDbENOSEMDb
5:12OEMKEVSNJIMZPSRXIbIM@REMHMHEZWOEPSM
HMEXSRGVSZRSRTEZPMRGVIMZERI?GIXIXSYD
HMHEZWOIMRY.QEDbXMREXEWXSMGIMDEXLDbENVGLDb
X[DRPSKMZ[RXSYDUISYDOEMKIKSZREXIGVIMZER
I?GSRXIbKEZPEOXSb[OEM]SYNWXIVIEDb
XVSJLDb
5:13TEDbKEVS.QIXIZG[RKEZPEOXSbE?TIMVSb
PSZKSYHMOEMSWYZRLbRLZTMSbKEZVINWXMR
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5:14XIPIMZ[RHIZINWXMRL.WXIVIEXVSJLZX[DR
HMEXLRI_\MRXEEMNWULXLZVMEKIKYQREWQIZRE
INGSZRX[RTVSbHMEZOVMWMROEPSYDXIOEM
OEOSYD
6:1(MSENJIZRXIbXSRXLDbENVGLDbXSYD'VMWXSYD
PSZKSRINTMXLRXIPIMSZXLXEJIV[ZQIUEQL
TEZPMRUIQIZPMSROEXEFEPPSZQIRSMQIXERSMZEb
ENTSRIOV[DRI?VK[ROEMTMZWXI[bINTMUISZR
6:2FETXMWQ[DRHMHEGLDbINTMUIZWI[ZbXIGIMV[DR
ENREWXEZWI[ZbXIRIOV[DROEMOVMZQEXSb
EMN[RMZSY
6:3OEMXSYDXSTSMLZWSQIRINEZRTIVINTMXVIZTL
S.UISZb
6:4©%HYZREXSRKEVXSYbE_TE\J[XMWUIZRXEb
KIYWEQIZRSYbXIXLDbH[VIEDbXLDb
INTSYVERMZSYOEMQIXSZGSYbKIRLUIZRXEb
TRIYZQEXSbE.KMZSY
6:5OEMOEPSRKIYWEQIZRSYbUISYDV.LDQE
HYREZQIMbXIQIZPPSRXSbEMN[DRSb
6:6OEMTEVETIWSZRXEbTEZPMRENREOEMRMZ^IMR
IMNbQIXEZRSMERENREWXEYVSYDRXEbI.EYXSMDbXSR
YM.SRXSYDUISYDOEMTEVEHIMKQEXMZ^SRXEb
6:7KLDKEVL.TMSYDWEXSRINT©EYNXLDbINVGSZQIRSR
TSPPEZOMbY.IXSROEMXMZOXSYWEFSXEZRLR
IY?UIXSRINOIMZRSMbHM©SYbOEMKI[VKIMDXEM
QIXEPEQFEZRIMIYNPSKMZEbENTSXSYDUISYD
6:8INOJIZVSYWEHIENOEZRUEbOEMXVMFSZPSYb
ENHSZOMQSbOEMOEXEZVEbINKKYZbL`bXSXIZPSbIMNb
OEYDWMR
6:94ITIMZWQIUEHITIVMY.Q[DRENKETLXSMZXE
OVIMZWWSREOEMINGSZQIREW[XLVMZEbIMNOEM
SY_X[bPEPSYDQIR
6:10SYNKEVE?HMOSbS.UISbINTMPEUIZWUEMXSYD
I?VKSYY.Q[DROEM XLDbENKEZTLbL`b INRIHIMZ\EWUI
IMNbXSS?RSQEEYNXSYDHMEOSRLZWERXIbXSMDbE.KMZSMb
OEMHMEOSRSYDRXIb
6:11INTMUYQSYDQIRHII_OEWXSRY.Q[DRXLREYNXLR
INRHIMZORYWUEMWTSYHLRTVSbXLRTPLVSJSVMZER
XLDbINPTMZHSbE?GVMXIZPSYb
6:12M_REQLR[UVSMKIZRLWUIQMQLXEMHIX[DRHME
TMZWXI[bOEM QEOVSUYQMZEb OPLVSRSQSYZRX[R
XEbINTEKKIPMZEb
A: Heb 5:11 sluggish
 B: Heb 5:12–14 beginning
C: Heb 6:1–3 works
D: Heb 6:4–6 tasted once
D´: Heb 6:7–8 drank often
C´: Heb 6:9–10 work
B´ Heb 6:11 end
A´ Heb 6:12 sluggish
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Hook words 6:12; 6:15 perseverance, persevering
6:13–20 Chiastic transitional element5
6:138[DKEV©%FVEEQINTEKKIMPEZQIRSbS.UISZb
INTIMOEX©SYNHIRSbIM@GIRQIMZ^SRSbSNQSZWEM
[?QSWIROEU©I.EYXSY¸
6:14PIZK[RIMNQLRIYNPSK[DRIYNPSKLZW[WIOEM
TPLUYZR[RTPLUYR[DWI
6:15OEMSY_X[bQEOVSUYQLZWEbINTIZXYGIRXLDb
INTEKKIPMZEb
6:16E?RUV[TSMKEVOEXEXSYDQIMZ^SRSb
SNQRYZSYWMROEMTEZWLbEYNXSMDbENRXMPSKMZEb
TIZVEbIMNbFIFEMZ[WMRS.S_VOSb
6:17INR[`TIVMWWSZXIVSRFSYPSZQIRSbS.UISb
INTMHIMD\EMXSMDbOPLVSRSZQSMbXLDbINTEKKIPMZEb
XSENQIXEZUIXSRXLDbFSYPLDbEYNXSYDINQIWMZXIYWIR
S_VO[
6:18M_REHMEHYZSTVEKQEZX[RENQIXEUIZX[R
INRSM`bENHYZREXSR]IYZWEWUEM[XSR]UISZR
MNWGYVERTEVEZOPLWMRI?G[QIRSM.OEXEJYKSZRXIb
OVEXLDWEMXLDbTVSOIMQIZRLbINPTMZHSb
6:19LaR[.bE?KOYVERI?GSQIRXLDb]YGLDb
ENWJEPLDXIOEMFIFEMZEROEMIMNWIVGSQIZRLR
IMNbXSINW[ZXIVSRXSYDOEXETIXEZWQEXSb
6:20S_TSYTVSZHVSQSbY.TIVL.Q[DRIMNWLDPUIR
©-LWSYDbOEXEXLRXEZ\MR1IPGMWIZHIO
ENVGMIVIYbKIRSZQIRSbIMNbXSREMN[DRE
A: Heb 6:13 God
B: Heb 6:13 promised Abraham
C: Heb 6:13 swore
C´: Heb 6:16 swear
B´: Heb 6:17 heirs of promise
A´: Heb 6:18–20 God
6:20; 7:1 Melchizedek
Notes to the Readings 
1. Lexeme occurring only in the transitional elements Heb 3:1–6 and 12:1–3: 
witness, witnesses (Heb 3:5; 12:1). 
2. Lexemes occurring only in the sections Heb 3:7–4:11 and 11:4–40: Egypt (Heb 
3:16; 11:26, 27), disobedient/disobedience (Heb 3:18; 4:6, 11; 11:31), David 
(Heb 4:7; 11:32), saw (Heb 3:9; 11:5, 13, 23), wilderness (Heb 3:8, 17; 11:38), 
foundation (Heb 4:3; 11:11), left (Heb 4:1; 11:27), people of God (Heb 4:9;
11:25), fall (Heb 3:17; 4:11; 11:30), wander (Heb 3:10; 11:38), come short (Heb 
4:1; 11:37), be afraid (Heb 4:1; 11:23, 27). 
3. Lexemes occurring only in the transitional elements Heb 4:12–13 and 11:1–3: 
invisible/visible (Heb 4:13; 11:3), word of God (Heb 4:12; 11:3). 
4. Lexemes occurring only in the sections Heb 4:14–6:12 and 10:24–39: love (Heb 
6:10; 10:24), judgment (Heb 6:2; 10:27), Son of God (Heb 4:14; 6:6; 10:29), 
enlightened (Heb 6:4; 10:32), need (Heb 5:12; 10:36).
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5. Lexeme occurring only in the transitional elements Heb 6:13–20 and 10:19–
23: curtain (Heb 6:19; 10:20). 
Main Theological Emphasis and Interpretation
The Center in Section C: The logic of a concentric structure necessarily unfolds 
from its center. Unlike Vanhoye, I locate the center not in Heb 9:11, with Christ’s 
high priesthood,63 but instead in Heb 8:7–13 (9:10), which contains God’s promise 
of a covenant renewal as expressed in the longest quotation of the Hebrew Bible 
in the New Testament from Jer 31:31–34. Contrary to the opinions of Neeley (Heb 
10:19–13:21), Guthrie (Heb 12:18–24), and Westfall (Heb 12:1–28), moreover, the 
center proposed here does not lie either in Hebrews 12, which issues the invitation 
to approach the heavenly sanctuary.64 From a pragmatic point of view, we could 
consider locating the center in Hebrews 12—indeed plausible—and commend the 
latter three scholars for their analyses. Yet from a logical, structural point of view, the 
center must lie in Hebrews 8 in which God and not the Son promises a new covenant. 
This proposal in turn disqualifies a center in Hebrews 9. Rhetorically speaking, 
this center forms the logical and necessary precondition for the appointment of the 
Son as mediator and for the invitation to the addressees to approach God’s throne 
in the aftermath of the high priest’s atoning endeavor. Hence, rather than judging 
either the one or the other proposed center as flawed, we can—based on the insights 
from the “linguistic turn”—distinguish the center in Hebrews 12 as the pragmatic 
and therefore paraenetic one, yet the center in Hebrews 8 as the logical, structural, 
and therefore theological center. This approach not only allows an interpretative 
comparison of sister paragraphs but also generates the hermeneutical key that allows 
us to place all the parts of the book into a logical and coherent whole:
Main Section C: This central section speaks of a new covenant inaugurated by 
God and mediated by Christ. Hence, God, the central persona and considered more 
important than the Son, initiates the covenant renewal. We can confirm this when 
analyzing the semantic inventory related to God, which appears slightly higher 
than that related to the Son. Commentators frequently neglect this fact. Along 
with the new covenant, this section describes the new—actually old and original 
(see Exod 25:40 in Heb 8:5)—celestial cult institution. Beautifully reflected in the 
mountain-like-shaped climactic structure, the passage relates the new covenant to 
the celestial mount Zion. 
Relation of Main Section C with B: Chiasm serves not merely an ornamental 
function, but rather, its power lies in the potential to unify what seems incompatible.65
63
 Vanhoye, La structure littéraire de l’épître aux Hébreux, 237, 269. 
64
 Neeley, “A Discourse Analysis of Hebrews,” 41, 51; Guthrie, The Structure of Hebrews, 143; 
Westfall, A Discourse Analysis of the Letter to the Hebrews, 301. 
65 Rodolphe Gasché, “Über chiastische Umkehrbarkeit (1987),” in Die paradoxe Methapher
(ed. Anslem Haverkamp; Edition Suhrkamp 1940: Aesthetica; Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp, 1998) 
437–55. 
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In this chiastic sense, the relation of B—covenant breaking—with C—covenant 
renewal—appears logical. Both of the long quotations related to the Hebrew 
Bible express well-established polar concepts in early Jewish texts, liturgy, and 
culture.66
Relation of Main Section B with A: I did not immediately perceive the relation 
of B with A, and only extensive intertextual search made clear to me that Kadesh-
Barnea finally ends the renewed Sinai covenant on account of the people’s sin. 
This one final sin in a series of ten (Num 14:22; cf. also Pss 78; 106), appears 
most similar to the idolatry with the golden calf committed at Sinai in Exodus 
32–34. This context makes plain that the existence of angels occurs as the natural 
consequence of God’s absence (Exod 33:2–3). Haggadic literature from the first 
century on widely reflects not only the danger that angels of revenge present for the 
people but also Moses’ saving role. This narrative structure interlocks Hebrews with 
the narrative matrix of the Hebrew Bible, it further confers Moses’ office upon Jesus, 
and vice-versa relates the intended listener to the fathers of the Hebrew Bible. 
Relation of Main Section A with B´: The understanding of section A leads 
smoothly over to B´. The faithful fathers and mothers (in past and present) become 
entitled as “witnesses.” This legal term makes clear that their mentioning before 
God by Moses in the golden calf pericope (Exod 32:13–14) helps to save the lives 
of the sinful people. Likewise, the protecting and even salvific function of the 
faithful fathers in the interests of the sinful people appears also as a well established 
motive in Hellenistic-Jewish, protorabbinic, and rabbinic literature, beginning with 
the writings of Philo (see, for instance, Praem. 166). 
Relation of Main Section B´ with A´: In the latter section (= A´), we see the 
sons invited to the celestial cult and ethically and legally equipped for an existence 
under a renewed covenant. I have argued elsewhere that the location of the cult 
in heaven does not serve supersessionist needs, but rather, liturgical (for instance, 
the fast day of Tisha be-Av) and/or historical reasons (for instance, the destruction 
of the second temple in the year 70 C.E., which implies God’s absence on earth 
and consolidates the broken covenant) might have necessitated this rhetorical 
strategy.67 In making up for the earthly loss, the author invites his addressees to 
the one remaining legitimate temple, according to Exod 25:40, which is quoted in 
Heb 8:5, the celestial and original one to which God withdraws from earth in times 
of broken covenants. He takes them there step-by-step and relativizes possible 
apprehensions while empowering them at the same time mentally and spiritually 
to transcend their experiences of a disheartening present. 
66
 Gelardini, “Verhärtet eure Herzen nicht,” 123–90. 
67
 Gabriella Gelardini, “Hebrews, an Ancient Synagogue Homily for Tisha be-Av: Its Function, 
its Basis, its Theological Interpretation,” in Hebrews: Contemporary Methods, New Insights (ed. 
eadem.; BINS 75; Leiden: Brill, 2005) 107–27. 
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